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Abstract
Performance of an Active Noise Control (ANC) system strongly depends on sensors and actua-
tors spatial arrangement. It determines both achieved Noise Reduction (NR) levels and spatial
distribution of obtained zones of quiet, making it an essential problem. However, if the acoustic
field in the enclosure can be appropriately modelled, then optimization algorithms can be em-
ployed to find efficient configuration of the ANC system, enhancing its performance according to
a formulated cost function and constraints. This paper proposes a complete method for enhancing
NR levels and shaping zones of quiet generated with an ANC system by optimization of sensors
and actuators arrangement. A Memetic Algorithm (MA) is utilized. The MA itself and its pro-
posed operators are described. The optimization problem formulation is derived and discussed.
As a control algorithm, Distributed Multiple Error Filtered-x Least Mean Square (DMEFxLMS)
is used. Extensive simulation results are presented for an exemplary real enclosure. The model
of the acoustic environment has been obtained by real-world experiments, resulting in identifi-
cation of 36864 acoustic responses in total. Practically feasible cost function and constraints are
evaluated. Advantages and limits of the method are pointed out and discussed.
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Shaping zones of quiet generated by an active noise control system
1. Introduction
An excessive acoustic noise is an important problem in the modern society and it stimulates
the development of a variety of noise reduction techniques. A common solution is to apply
passive methods, such as the use of sound-absorbing/sound-insulating materials. They constitute
a satisfactory solution to many noise problems. However, they are ineffective for noise at low
frequencies. Moreover, they often are inapplicable due to unacceptable increase in mass and
volume, and introduction of an additional heat insulation. An alternative approach is to use active
control methods, by applying a set of sensors and actuators, and running a control algorithm
[1, 2, 3, 4]. Active methods are better suited for reduction of low frequency noise [5], and do not
introduce heat transfer problems.
One of the active control approaches is the Active Noise Control (ANC). The ANC methods
can be explained by the principle of superposition, where in contrast to passive methods, addi-
tional energy is introduced to the system through a set of control inputs (secondary sources) to
obtain a secondary response that adds to the primary disturbance field. In result, the total re-
sponse of the system can be reduced (destructive interference) or altered in the desired manner.
Typically, ANC systems consist of (i) an electronic controller and (ii) a set of sensors and actu-
ators, usually microphones and loudspeakers. The controller drives actuators basing on sensors
signals. It often runs in an adaptive way to follow changes in the primary disturbance field or
secondary transfer path.
Performance of an ANC system strongly depends on sensors and actuators spatial arrange-
ment in an acoustic environment. It determines both achieved Noise Reduction (NR) levels and
spatial distribution of obtained zones of quiet, making it an essential problem. Moreover, there
are often multiple constraints imposed on admissible sensors and actuators configuration, mak-
ing the problem even more complex and difficult to solve. However, if the acoustic environment
can be modelled (by theoretical calculations or experimental measurements), then optimization
algorithms can be employed to find efficient configuration of the ANC system, enhancing its
performance according to a formulated cost function.
Optimization techniques have been used over the years to enhance performance of ANC sys-
tems. The use of a genetic algorithm to optimize loudspeakers locations of an ANC system in a
telephone kiosk is reported in [6]. The authors utilized the average of acoustical potential energy
reduction as a performance index. The optimization of arrangement of ANC system secondary
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sources around a single monopole primary source is shown in [7]. The authors considered mini-
mization of radiated sound power in the free field. The optimization of microphones and speak-
ers arrangement of an ANC system in an aircraft is presented in [8]. In the employed genetic
algorithm, the average noise reduction obtained by the ANC was used as a fitness function. Sec-
ondary sources and error sensors locations are optimized in [9], considering the summation of the
squared pressure at all evaluated points and the total control energy in the cost function. Other
reports of ANC system configuration optimization are given e.g. in [10, 11, 12]. The most of the
cited reports consider optimization with indices describing the ANC system global performance
(in the whole room, enclosure or space). However, in many applications such global reduction is
unfeasible and unnecessary. Hence, it is practically sensible to define the target zones where the
noise reduction is truly required (where people are often present) and neglect the control results
elsewhere (where people are rarely or only for short periods of time). In general, such approach
results in the lesser necessary number of sensors and actuators, thus reducing control unit com-
putational burden and energy effort. But in order to satisfy the application-related requirements
of noise reduction, the generated zones of quiet should be appropriately shaped to fit the target
zones. If necessary, the zones can follow people moving in the enclosure, based on different kind
of sensors localizing them.
This paper proposes a complete, ready to apply, method for enhancing NR levels and shaping
spatial distribution of zones of quiet generated with an ANC system by optimization of sensors
and actuators arrangement. The method is based on an optimization approach utilizing a Memetic
Algorithm (MA). The MA itself and its proposed operators are described in details. The proposed
method employs a model of the acoustic environment and evaluates the ANC system in various
configurations, according to the optimization procedure. As a result, an efficient arrangement
is found that optimizes the specified cost function. The major differences of this work compar-
ing with the previous ones are: (i) the precisely designed spatial distribution of target zones is
embedded in the cost function (leading to shaped zones of quiet), instead of employing a scalar
global performance index; (ii) the computationally-efficient Memetic Algorithm is used to find
optimal solution, which operators are proposed and discussed in details. The optimization prob-
lem formulation is derived and discussed.
To facilitate presentation of the proposed method, an exemplary scenario is introduced. The
scenario considers a room with a device generating excessive noise. In the room a user of the
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device is present and the goal is to generate a zone of quiet around listener’s location (reduc-
ing the noise that he is exposed to). The scenario is used to investigate the proposed shap-
ing method performance by simulation studies. A model of the acoustic environment is ob-
tained by experimental measurements (a real room located at the Audio Processing Laboratory
of the Polytechnic University of Valencia has been utilized for this purpose, which was equipped
with 96 loudspeakers generating acoustic excitation and 384 microphones locations acquiring
the responses, what resulted in identification of 36864 acoustic responses in total, available at
www.gtac.upv.es/room.php). Multiple scenario variants, parameters and imposed constraints are
tested. As a control algorithm, Distributed Multiple Error Filtered-x Least Mean Square (DME-
FxLMS) is employed [13, 14].
This paper is organized as follows. Subsection 2.1 introduces the exemplary scenario, which
constitutes a basis for explanation of the proposed method. Subsection 2.2 is devoted to the ANC
system that is utilized in the presented research. Then, Subsection 2.3 formulates the problem
of sensors and actuators arrangement optimization. Section 3 is devoted to the shaping method
itself. Firstly, an overview of the proposed method is given. Subsequently, the modelling of the
acoustic environment is discussed. Then, several feasible cost functions are proposed. After-
wards, the employed memetic algorithm is described, along with its proposed operators. Then,
Section 4 presents assumptions adopted for simulations presented in this paper. The parameters
of the ANC system and the shaping method are given. Then, in Section 5 the obtained simulation
results are presented. Temporal, spatial and frequency characteristics are shown. An impact of
three important parameters on the obtained noise reduction results is studied. Finally, advantages
and limits of the proposed approach are pointed out and discussed, and conclusions for future
research are drawn.
2. Problem description
2.1. The exemplary scenario
For the sake of clarity, the proposed method is presented in this paper on the basis of an ex-
emplary scenario, although, the presented considerations preserve generality. In the example,
a large room with a disturbance source—a device generating an excessive broadband noise, is
considered. It is a situation commonly encountered in real life. The aim is to reduce the noise
for which the user of the device is exposed to (they have to be present in the room with the
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device). It is assumed that passive methods are insufficient in this case (low frequencies are
dominating in the noise spectrum, and the users cannot be separated from the noisy device by a
barrier), therefore the ANC system is introduced. Its goal is to generate a zone of quiet around
a known location (potential user location) with a limited number of sensors, actuators, and their
admissible locations. The objective of the optimization process is to find efficient arrangement of
sensors and actuators, enabling the control algorithm to achieve the highest possible NR levels
within the target zone, while outside the zone noise enhancement is allowed. It is a practically
feasible approach, as the global noise reduction with ANC system in real applications represents
very high energy demand and is very difficult (or even impossible) to obtain due to technological
limitations [5]. On the other hand, global noise reduction is often not needed. Hence, a distribu-
tion of target zones should be defined, where the noise should be reduced, neglecting the effects
obtained in other areas (where the presence of people is unlikely). The proposed shaping method
is employed to achieve the goal.
An alternative active control approach worth mentioning, is the employment of an active
casing, which relies on actively controlling vibration of the device casing with bonded actuators
so that the emitted noise to the environment is reduced. Under certain conditions, it can provide
global noise reduction with low energy demand. However, this approach is out of the scope of
this paper and the reader is referred to other publications dedicated to it [15, 16, 17, 18].
2.2. The ANC system
2.2.1. Control algorithm
The control algorithm implemented in the ANC system controller is the DMEFxLMS [13]. It is
based on the Multiple Error Filtered-x Least Mean Square (MEFxLMS) that has been proven to
perform very well for ANC systems with multiple sensors and actuators [14]. The DMEFxLMS
has been implemented with a collaborative incremental strategy in the network. The ANC system
consists of Nn separate nodes communicating and collaborating with each other to achieve a
common goal. Each node consists of a controller and its own sensors and actuators. However, no
communication constraints have been imposed in the network in this research, hence, the control
system exhibits the same performance as the centralized implementation. In this research, it
is assumed that the network is homogeneous and each node consists of one sensor and one
actuator. Schematic representation of the control system of an individual node is given in Fig. 1.
Fundamental issues of this algorithm are recalled below to set a reference for further reading.
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Figure 1: Control system of an individual kth node.
For a detailed description of the DMEFxLMS algorithm that can handle different numbers of
microphones and loudspeakers within a node, the reader is referred to [13].
The control filters in the whole network are updated at the nth sample according to the for-
mula:













is the global control filter vector, containing
Nn concatenated control filters, where kth filter wk(n) is used at kth node. The control filter
wk(n) =
[
wk,1(n),wk,2(n), . . . ,wk,Lw (n)
]T is the adaptive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter at










is constructed similarly to w(n), where vector rik(n) =
[rik(n), rik(n − 1), . . . , rik(n − (Lw − 1))]T is a vector of regressors of the ikth filtered-reference
signal. ek(n) is the kth error signal obtained at the kth node.
The ikth filtered-reference signal is calculated as:
rik(n) = ŝTikxr(n) , (2)
where ŝik =
[
ŝik,1, ŝik,2, . . . , ŝik,Ls
]T is the vector of coefficients of the Lsth order FIR model of the
ikth secondary path; and xr(n) = [x(n), x(n − 1), . . . , x(n − (Ls − 1))]T is a vector of regressors
of the reference signal. In this research, a single reference signal is assumed, although multiple
signal can be used as in [13].
The kth control filter wTk (n) is used to calculate kth control signal, uk(n), obtained as follows:
uk(n) = wk(n)T xu(n) , (3)
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Figure 2: The schematic representation of distributed control system.
where xu(n) = [x(n), x(n − 1), . . . , x(n − (Lw − 1))]T is the vector of regressors of the reference
signal.
In the distributed network, the kth term of the sum of Eq. (1) is calculated by the kth node.
The kth error signal ek(n) is obtained at the kth microphone belonging to the kth node. The
secondary paths between all the loudspeakers and the kth microphone, ŝik for i = 1, . . . ,Nn, are
identified in the set-up stage and stored in the kth node. The reference signal x(n) is transmitted
to all nodes through a separate communication channel.
To deal with a distributed processing, the local updating is performed following an incre-
mental strategy [19]. For a given sample n, a complete round is performed along the network,
where each node computes its term of the summation in Eq. (1), aggregates it to the given filter
vector and passes it to the following node in an incremental order. The schematic representation
of such operation is given in Fig. 2. Finally, once the global updated vector has been obtained at
the last node, its values are disseminated to the rest of the nodes. It is justified to consider further
reduction of the computational burden, as discussed in [20].
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2.2.2. Sensors and actuators arrangement
Another important element of the ANC system is the set of sensors and actuators (typically mi-
crophones and loudspeakers). Their role is to measure, and then to appropriately alter the acous-
tic pressure in the surrounding environment (which is in general a three-dimensional space). But,
their operation is rather limited to individual points in space. Obviously, an acoustic wave cre-
ated at one point propagates through the acoustic field. However, the propagation is affected by
absorption/reflection phenomena with walls and different objects in the acoustic environment,
forming complicated patterns, what determine how particular loudspeakers or microphones in-
teract with the surrounding acoustic field. Hence, the feasibility of certain control objectives
(like generation of zones of quiet) depends on the sensors and actuators locations, and on the
room acoustics as well. Therefore, the sensors and actuators arrangement should be carefully
chosen, taking into account the defined goals. It would enable sensors to measure acoustic pres-
sure changes in the target zones with satisfactory accuracy, as well as actuators to alter it based
on the admissible energy effort [21].
2.3. Problem formulation
Performance of an Active Noise Control (ANC) system strongly depends on sensors and actu-
ators spatial arrangement, determining both achieved Noise Reduction (NR) levels and spatial
distribution of obtained zones of quiet. Also, there are often multiple constraints imposed on
admissible sensors and actuators locations, making the problem complex and difficult to solve
(e.g. loudspeakers may be impossible to be placed near the device emitting noise; also other ob-
stacles may limit the admissible loudspeakers locations). However, if the acoustic environment
of interest can be modelled (as it is in the considered scenario), then optimization algorithms
can be employed to find efficient configuration of the ANC system, in order to enhance system
performance.
In this research, it is assumed that the control algorithm is appropriately chosen and parame-
trized for the given application (it includes the adopted step size, control filters length, etc.) and
no further considerations are provided on this issue. Therefore, the main remaining aspect that
determines the successful operation of the ANC system is the sensors and actuators arrangement.
As the performance measure, the Noise Reduction (NR) levels obtained in the target zones are
used.
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Arrangement of sensors and actuators is described by their coordinates in space. In this
research it is assumed that the coordinates take integer values (the domain is discrete), although,
it can be easily changed to continuous domain if that is more convenient. The vector xa,i of
dimension (Da × 1) contains coordinates describing location of the ith actuator. On the other
hand, the vector xs,i of dimension (Ds × 1) contains coordinates describing location of the ith
sensor. The Da and Ds determine the extent of spaces where actuators and sensors locations are
defined, respectively.
To fully describe the arrangement and solve the undertaken problem, the optimal coordinates
have to be found for all Na actuators and Ns sensors. Hence, the total number of coordinates Nc
to find is defined by:
Nc = DaNa + DsNs. (4)
Hence, the optimization algorithm have to find a solution in an Nc-dimensional space.
3. Shaping spatial distribution of zones of quiet
3.1. An overview
To provide a better overview of proposed method for shaping zones of quiet, the following steps
can be distinguished:
1. Formulation of admissible ANC system configurations and control objective;
2. Selection of an active control algorithm and its parametrization;
3. Modelling of the acoustic environment (experimental or theoretical);
4. Optimization process according to the control objective;
5. Evaluation of the obtained results.
The first step, formulation of admissible ANC system configurations and control objective, is
entirely application-dependent. The formulations follow from the problem description as, e.g.,
given in the previous Section. An example of such considerations is provided in Part II, where
a particular scenario is analysed. The selection of an active control algorithm performed in
the second step is out of the scope of this paper. For the purpose of this research, the control
algorithm is arbitrarily chosen and its brief description is given in Subsection 2.2. The third
step, modelling of the acoustic environment, is described in the following Subsection 3.2. It
formulates the requirements for the model to be feasible and proposes a method to obtain it. The
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fourth and main step of the method, the optimization process, is also introduced in details in this
Section. Firstly, several cost function are proposed in Subsection 3.3. Then, the optimization
algorithm is described in Subsection 3.4. Within the fifth step a decision is made, whether the
obtained results are satisfactory (if not, one or more of the previous steps may be re-evaluated
and the optimization process run again).
3.2. Modelling of the acoustic environment
A proper model of the acoustic environment is required in order to provide the suitable spatial
distribution of the quiet zones. It should represent acoustic paths between potential sound sources
(admissible control loudspeakers’ locations and, if it is possible, noise sources) and measurement
points in the observation zone, i.e. part of the acoustic environment which will be modelled and
where the ANC system will operate. Within the observation zone, the target zones will be de-
fined, i.e. zones where the noise reduction is required. Most of the observation zone should be
admissible for error microphones, but the observation zone may also include locations unavail-
able for error microphones in final configuration, but where the obtained NR levels are important
and hence they should be taken into account during modelling. As a result, a matrix of acoustic
paths models is obtained.
The model will be used to evaluate different configurations of the ANC system and to find the
most efficient one. The computational complexity of the its processing may affect the simulation
execution time, hence it should provide sufficient accuracy, preserving the simplicity. There-
fore, the acoustic paths are modelled by using a FIR filter whose length is selected depending
on the adopted sampling frequency and the reverberation time of the given acoustic environ-
ment. The FIR filter coefficients can be obtained both by theoretical calculations or experimental
measurements (later approach is more recommended considering the complexity of most real
environments). The measurements should obey all the rules of a proper system identification
experiment, however, they are out of the scope of this paper (the reader is referred to, e.g., [22]).
An example of experimental measurements for the purpose of model identification is schemat-
ically presented in Fig. 3. The measurement process is divided into stages. The number of stages
depends on the number of speakers and microphones available for simultaneous playback and
recording, and the number of admissible locations to evaluate. In the first stage, employed mi-
crophones are places at first subset of admissible locations (see Fig. 3a). Then, the control
speakers at appropriate locations playback a previously prepared set of orthogonal broadband
10
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noise
source
(a) Acoustic paths identified in stage 1.
noise
source
(b) Acoustic paths identified in stage 2.
Figure 3: A visualization of model acoustic paths to identify (each arrow represent an identified acoustic path).
signals (or play the same signal individually, one by one, although it takes more time) and the
recordings from all microphones are saved for to purpose of subsequent acoustic paths model
identification. Afterwards, in the following stage, the microphones are moved to the next subset
of admissible locations and the experiment is repeated (see Fig. 3b). Such procedure continues
until all admissible microphone locations are evaluated. If the number of admissible loudspeak-
ers locations exceeded the number of employed loudspeakers, then the loudspeakers are moved,
and the whole procedure repeats. The process allows to identify acoustic paths between all ad-
missible loudspeakers and microphones locations. Acoustic paths between the noise source and
microphones can be identified in the same manner. In the described process, the paths for the
reference microphone can be treated as for any other microphone.
3.3. Cost functions
The cost functions proposed in the described shaping method reflect the objective of generation
of zones of quiet fitted to the precisely defined target zones of an arbitrary shape. The target zones
are defined within boundaries of the observation zone. The first of proposed cost functions, J1,








where NR(x) denotes the steady-state noise reduction level at point x; the symbol x contains
coordinates describing a point in the observation zone (the number of coordinates depends on
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number of dimensions of considered observation zone); A1(x) is the shape function at position x,
representing the target zones shapes. In general, the shape function A1(x) takes positive values
for points where the noise reduction should be achieved and zeros for other points. The obtained
zone of quiet may actually be wider and of an irregular shape, but at least in the target zones
defined by the A1(x) the noise reduction should be achieved.
The steady-state noise reduction level NR(x) is obtained by temporal average of the instanta-
neous noise reduction level NR(x, n) at position x and time n, for the final part of the experiment,







where Nexp is the number of samples generated in an experiment, and 0 < p ≤ 1 is a real
number denoting the fraction of the experiment when a steady-state is reached. The NR(x, n) is
obtained as the ratio in dB between the instantaneous estimated error power with and without the
application of the ANC system:






where e(x, n) and d(x, n) are the error signal and the primary disturbance signal, respectively, at
position x and time n. Negative values indicate a noise reduction, while positive values represent
noise enhancement. Hence, the aim is to minimize the cost functions.
The cost function presented in Eq. (5) can be extended to take into account sound pressure
spatial gradient. It should be minimized in order to avoid unpleasant sudden changes of expe-
rienced sound pressure while walking in the room (e.g., entering and exiting the target zones).














where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm, ∇(·) is a gradient operator and A2(x) is the shape function
representing the zone where sound pressure spatial gradient is taken into account (if the spatial
gradient should be considered in the whole observation zone, then A2(x) = 1 for all x). a2
is a weighting parameter between the two goals: noise reduction and minimization of sound
pressure spatial gradient. E(x) is energy estimator of error signal at point x at steady state. E(x)
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where E(x, n) is an instantaneous energy estimator of error signal at point x and sample n. It is
calculated by:





Alternatively, depending on the considered application, in Eq. (8) the gradient of noise reduction
level ∇NR(x) can be used, instead of ∇E(x).
If a non-stationary primary disturbance field is considered, then simulations can be performed
for a given representative recording of the non-stationary primary noise. In such a case, perfor-
mance of ANC system can be evaluated not only by terms of steady-state NR levels, but also by
the behaviour in the transient states. The ANC system should adapt quickly to new conditions
without unwanted noise enhancement in the transient state. One of the possible approaches is to
include temporal derivative of sound pressure into cost function to penalize rapid and unexpected
changes in time of sound pressure (due to, e.g., slow adaptation or too rapid reaction of ANC






















where superimposed dot denotes the temporal derivative; A3(x) is the shape function representing
the zone where sound pressure temporal derivative is taken into account; a3 is a weighting param-
eter describing the importance of minimization of sound pressure temporal derivative. Moving
average or other filter of similar purpose can be applied on E(x, n) signal before calculating the
temporal derivative.
The minimization of sound pressure spatial gradient as in (8), can also be incorporated into
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Worth mentioning is also the possibility to alter the signals NR(x, n) and/or E(x, n) in fre-
quency domain before providing them to one of the proposed cost functions (e.g., by filtering).
It would enable to shape the obtained frequency characteristics in a desired manner.
3.4. Optimization algorithm
The search spaces followed from the problem described in the previous section are very compli-
cated. An efficient algorithm have to be employed in the optimization process to find a solution
satisfying defined demands. Evolutionary algorithms have been proven to be a versatile and ef-
fective technique for solving nonlinear optimization problems with multiple optima [23]. How-
ever, they usually require evaluation of numerous solutions resulting in high computational cost.
To mitigate this drawback, a Memetic Algorithm (MA) can be utilised, which is a hybrid form of
population-based approach coupled with separate individual learning. The MA combines advan-
tages of a global search, like for evolutionary algorithms, and local refinement procedures, which
enhance converge to the local optima [24]. Due to such complementary properties they are par-
ticularly useful in solving complex multi-parameter optimization problems, such as placement
of sensor and actuators [25].
A flowchart of the employed memetic algorithm is presented in Fig. 4. The algorithm starts
with the initialization step, where a given number of individuals (potential solutions) is ran-
domly generated to create the initial population (a pool of currently considered solutions). In the
evaluation step, the fitness function is calculated for each individual in the population. It is the
part of the algorithm, which consumes most of the computation time, as it requires a complete
ANC system simulation for each fitness function evaluation. Hence, parallelized computation
is advisable here. Afterwards, the individuals are sorted based on the obtained fitness values.
Then, the termination criteria are checked—to find out whether the fixed maximum number of
generations is reached or a convergence is detected (a number of recent generations resulted in
no improvement). If any of them is met, then the process is finished. Otherwise, it continues
and the selection is performed, where a part of the existing population is chosen for reproduction
dependent on the fitness value. A fixed number of the fittest individuals is selected (survive) and
the rest is rejected (die out). Then, in the crossover step, children solutions are generated by
applying a crossover operator for a number of selected pairs of individuals (parents). Individuals
fitting better are more likely to be chosen as parents. Children join the population not replacing
the parents, yet. It may happen later, but dependent on their fitness what will be resolved through
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Figure 4: A memetic algorithm flowchart.
the evaluation and selection steps. It is equivalent to the elitist selection strategy, which allows
a limited number of the best parents to carry over to the next generation, unaltered. It is a prac-
tical approach, because it ensures that the solution quality do not decrease from one generation
to the next. To maintain genetic diversity (counteract premature convergence and ensure global
search), the mutation operator is used in the mutation step. The operator is applied dependent on
a predefined probability. In this implementation, the mutation results in creation of an additional
individual joining the population, keeping the original individual unaltered. Then, a local search
operator is employed to improve individual fitness (the local search step). To maintain a bal-
ance between the degree of evolution (exploration) and individual improvement (exploitation),
only a portion of the population individuals undergo the learning. Afterwards, a evaluation is
performed, and the process is repeated until the termination criteria is met.
15
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3.5. Problem representation in the MA
The goal of the optimization is to find optimal arrangement of sensors and actuators, respecting
only the admissible locations and other imposed constraints. Hence, a particular individual in the
MA represents a particular configuration of the ANC system. It consists of Nc coordinates of all
the sensors (Ds coordinates per sensor) and actuators (Da coordinate per actuator). To provide an
example, let us assume that the coordinates are integer and that Da = 1 and Ds = 2 (the actuators
location search space is one-dimensional and the microphone search space is two-dimensional).
Let us also adopt, similarly as in [13], that the number of nodes of the control system equals Nn,
where each node consists of one sensor and one actuator. Therefore one node is described by
Da + Ds = 3 coordinates, and whole system is described in total by Nc = 3Nn coordinates. A
visualization of an exemplary individual’s vector of coordinates is given in Fig. 5. The xs,i, j and






















Figure 5: An exemplary individual’s visualization for Nn = 3.
3.6. Operators
In this Subsection operators employed in the MA are described. The greatest attention is given
to the application-specific features.
3.6.1. Crossover operator
The crossover operator utilizes two selected individuals (parents) to create another individual
(conceive a child). A visualization of an exemplary crossover operation is presented in Fig. 6.
The general concept is that the child should inherit features of the parents, however, a particular
method to effectively achieve this goal is very application-specific. In the discussed implementa-
tion, every individual has always the same fixed number of nodes Nn, hence, there are Nn nodes
to be defined (inherited) for a child, based on 2Nn nodes belonging in total to parents. For the
ith node of a child, the loudspeaker coordinates xa,i and the microphone coordinates xs,i are sep-
arately inherited (the node is not inherited as a whole in the crossover). Hence, e.g. a particular
16



































































Figure 6: An exemplary crossover operation visualization for Nn = 3.
loudspeaker coordinates xa,i can be inherited from any randomly-selected node of the first or the
second parent. It means that for a particular node, a loudspeaker location can be inherited from
one parent and the microphone location can be inherited from the other parent. Such approach
introduces more randomness in the crossover operation, than in a strategy, where nodes would be
considered as a whole, and it has been observed that it results in a faster convergence of the MA.
Using the described crossover operator implementation, it is plausible that a child would in-
herit several times the same coordinates for loudspeakers in different nodes. It is impossible to
place several loudspeakers at exactly the same location. However, to avoid rejecting such indi-
vidual entirely as inadmissible, a "repairing procedure" is initialized. Namely, the overlapping
loudspeakers are distinguished and one of them is moved to a neighbouring location. On the
other hand, overlapping microphones of several nodes are allowed and it is interpreted as nodes
sharing a common error signal from actually one microphone.
3.6.2. Mutation operator
The mutation operator in each generation is applied to a portion of population. The individuals
are randomly selected. When applied to an individual, one or more of its coordinates (belonging
to loudspeakers or microphones) are changed to a random value. In a single generation the
mutation operator can be applied many times to the same individual. Each time an additional
mutated individual joins the population, keeping the original individual unaltered. The "repairing
17
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Figure 7: An exemplary mutation operation visualization for Nn = 3.
3.6.3. Local search operator
In this implementation, the "Hill climbing" technique [24] is chosen as the individual learning
strategy. In this strategy, for an affected individual a neighbour is created - a clone of the original
individual with one of coordinates slightly changed (a location of a loudspeaker or microphones
is moved by a short distance in one of the admissible directions). Then, the fitness of the original
individual and the neighbour is compared. If the neighbour is better, it replaces the original indi-
vidual. Otherwise, it is discarded. Afterwards, another neighbour is generated and the procedure
repeats. The process continues until a fixed number of following generated neighbours are worse
than the original individual. If so, it is assumed that a local optimum has been reached and the
local search operator finishes.
4. Simulation studies
4.1. The employed scenario
The presented simulation studies employ an exemplary scenario that has been introduced in
Subsection 2.1. In the role of the described environment, a real room located at the Audio
Processing Laboratory of the Polytechnic University of Valencia has been utilized (a photograph
of the listening room is shown in Fig. 8). It is a listening room of 9.36 m long by 4.78 m wide
by 2.63 m high. The room is equipped with an array of 96 independently driven loudspeakers
deployed in an octagonal shape (thus the space of admissible actuators locations is conveniently
18
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Figure 8: A photograph of the listening room at the Audio Processing Laboratory of the Polytechnic University of
Valencia.
described by number of dimensions Da = 1). The two-dimensional observation zone (4.6 m
long and 3.0 m wide, and at the height of 1.47 m), where the acoustic pressure is monitored, is
enclosed within the loudspeakers array (a schematic representation of the room is given in Fig. 9).
The area has been divided to obtain a grid of 24 by 16 points (the interval between adjacent
points is 0.2 m), where the acoustic responses due to excitation generated by each speaker have
been measured. The ANC system sensors can be virtually placed anywhere in the observation
zone, hence, the space where sensors locations are defined posses the number of dimensions
Ds = 2. The responses are modelled as FIR filters of 256 coefficients (2 kHz sampling frequency
is used, as ANC methods are mostly employed for low frequencies). It resulted in identification
of 36864 acoustic responses in total. Such set constitutes a model that enables simulation of
ANC systems with loudspeakers located at any of the 96 locations and microphones at any of
384 locations. It also enables a simulation of acoustic pressure in the whole observation zone
(not only at locations where the ANC system error microphones are placed), what constitutes a
great value in evaluation and understanding of the overall behaviour of the control system. To
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Figure 9: A schematic of the listening room.
simulate the noise source, one of the loudspeakers potential locations is used. In the employed
scenario, the primary noise source (representing the device emitting a broadband noise) is located
at 80th loudspeaker position (it is marked with red colour in Fig. 9). It is a randomly selected
location without any specific properties. However, to facilitate any further comparison between
scenarios, this location is kept constant. On the other hand, location of the user is chosen to be
at coordinates (7,7) in the observation zone. Once again, this location does not represent any
particular acoustic properties, however, it was manually selected to keep a distance from the
observation zone boundaries, in order to monitor generated zones of quiet. The user location is
also kept constant through the scenarios.
It is also assumed that ANC system loudspeakers cannot be placed at the location already
taken by any other loudspeaker (ANC system actuators or the noise source). Moreover, ANC
system loudspeakers often need to keep some distance from the device generating noise (due to
e.g., large dimensions of the device itself, supporting devices or installations occupying space
around the device, or other technical reasons). To represent such situations in considered scenar-
ios, a margin from the noise source Ms is introduced. It takes integer values greater or equal one,
denoting minimal admissible distance between the noise source (at position 80th) and the nearest
20
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ANC loudspeaker. An example of Ms = 10 is visible in Fig. 9, where unavailable loudspeaker
locations are marked with orange colour and the nearest admissible locations are 70th or 90th po-
sition. On the other hand, microphones are allowed to overlay each other (it is then interpreted as
actually one microphone, which provides signal to more than one channel). However, it is rarely
experienced, as it provides less information and affects system performance. Also, analogously
as with the margin from the noise source Ms, a margin from the user location Mc is introduced.
It takes integer values greater or equal zero, denoting minimal admissible distance between the
user location (at coordinates (7,7) in the observation zone) and the nearest microphone. It repre-
sents an area in the observation zone, which is occupied by the user and his equipment, making
it unavailable for ANC system microphones. An example of Mc = 1 is given in Fig. 9, where the
unavailable area is marked with the orange circle. It represents only a small margin, reserving
minimal space for the user.
As a result of ANC system operations, zones of quiet are generated. Employing the proposed
method of shaping spatial distribution of zones of quiet, they can be precisely defined. In this
research, circular target zones are designed, introducing a target circle where the noise reduction
is demanded. The circle is described by the coordinates of its centre cx and cy, and radius cr. The
obtained zone of quiet may actually be wider and of an irregular shape, but at least in the target
circle the noise reduction should be achieved. Target circle centre should be placed at the user
location, therefore cx = 7 and cy = 7 in all scenarios. The target circle radius cr may vary. The
target circle is represented in the schematic in Fig. 9 by a black circle. A cost function reflecting
such objective has been given in Eq. (5), where:
x = [x, y]T , (13)
for:
x ∈ {1, 2, ..., xmax} , (14a)
y ∈ {1, 2, ..., ymax} , (14b)
In Eq. (14), xmax and ymax are bounds of the observation zone in the x and y directions, respec-
tively. In the employed scenario, xmax = 24 and ymax = 16. The shape function A(x, y) is thus
defined:
A(x, y) =
1, (x − cx)
2 + (y − cy)2 ≤ cr2,
0, (x − cx)2 + (y − cy)2 > cr2.
(15)
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4.2. The ANC system
In the presented simulation studies, it is assumed that the control algorithm is appropriately
parametrized for the given application. The length of control filters is Lw = 512, the length of
secondary paths models is Ls = 256, the step size µ = 0.0001, and leakage coefficient is α =
0.999999. No further considerations are provided on this issue. Therefore, the main remaining
aspect that determines the successful operation of the ANC system is the sensors and actuators
arrangement.
4.3. Optimization algorithm
The configuration of the MA was kept the same through all scenarios. Three most important
parameters for the MA performance are the crossover probability, mutation probability, and local
search probability—all of them were set to 5%. These values have been obtained based on
preliminary experiments. The maximum number of generations was set to 24, however, due
to convergence detection (when five recent generations resulted in no improvement), often the
optimization process was terminated earlier. In the local search operator, the stop condition (a
number of following generated neighbours worse than the original individual) was set to 16. On
the other hand, the population quantity after the selection step was set to 500 (the excessive and
less fitted individuals are rejected—die out).
5. Simulation results
In this Section, results on the shaping of the spatial distribution of the zones of quiet are presented.
The ANC system control results are obtained by simulation of the algorithm with the identified
acoustic paths.
Firstly, an individual experiment is presented in details to give a better insight into the per-
formed simulations. Temporal, spatial and frequency characteristics are given. Subsequently,
three important variants of the scenario are evaluated, studying influence of three important pa-
rameters on the obtained noise reduction results: margins Mc, Ms, and radius cr. The studies
are presented mainly on the basis of spatial characteristics in a steady-state stage and values of
optimization index J1 defined in Eq. (5).
22
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5.1. Example of an individual experiment
To present performance of the ANC system, three main signals are evaluated: primary distur-
bance signal d(x, y, n); error signal e(x, y, n); and noise reduction NR(x, y, n). In this research,
the d(x, y, n) signal is a stationary low-frequency broadband random noise, concentrated mainly
in the range from 50 Hz to 250 Hz. It is exactly repeated in each simulation to facilitate a fair
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(d) Frequency characteristics of the primary disturbance signal d(x, y, n) and error signal e(x, y, n) in the final stage of the
experiment.
Figure 10: Time plots of primary disturbance signal, error signal, and noise reduction level obtained for the first node.
Frequency characteristics are also given. The presented individual experiment has been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7,
cy = 7, cr = 3, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10.
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(c) Spatial distributions of the steady-state noise reduction level NR(x, y), given in dB.
Figure 11: Spatial distribution charts of primary disturbance signal, error signal, and noise reduction level in the steady-
state. The presented individual experiment has been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 3, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10.
The black and orange circles represents the target circle and the margin from the target circle centre Mc, respectively.
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signal e(x, y, n) is a result of superposition of the primary disturbance and control signals gener-
ated by the ANC system. It is what the user (operator) of the device will actually hear. However,
to better notice the difference that the ANC system makes, the noise reduction NR(x, y, n) is
introduced, defined by Eq. (7).
An exemplary experiment is presented here, with the ANC system consisting of Nn = 3
nodes. The goal was to generate a circular zone of quiet, with cx = 7, cy = 7, and cr = 3. The
radius cr = 3 in the adopted coordinates system results in a circle of 1.2 m in the diameter. The
margin values have been adopted as Mc = 1, and Ms = 10, reserving only the centre of the target
circle for the user’s head, and forcing a distance from the device to the nearest loudspeaker of
at least 2 m. With such parameters, the proposed method for shaping the zones of quiet spatial
distribution has been used, as described in the Part I. As a result, an arrangement of three control
loudspeakers and three error microphones have been obtained.
Temporal and frequency characteristics of the aforementioned signals obtained in an exem-
plary individual experiment are shown in Fig. 10. It is assumed that the final 5% of the exper-
iment duration can be considered as the steady state. Therefore, spatial characteristics of the
considered signals at steady state are presented in Fig. 11. It follows from the analysis of the
Fig. 11c that the sound level has been enhanced in the proximity of control loudspeakers. How-
ever, it does not undermine the main goal, because in the target circle the noise has been reduced,
resulting in a optimization index J1 = −9.5, what means that the average noise reduction in the
target circle exceeded 9 dB. It can be considered as a good result.
As the main quantity to assess the ANC system performance, the NR values are chosen.
Hence, for the sake of brevity, in following subsections spatial distribution of the NR(x, y) only
will be presented.
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5.2. Margin around the noise source
An impact of the margin from the noise source Ms values on the noise reduction performance
are evaluated in this Subsection. The Ms parameter takes integer values greater or equal to one,
reflecting minimal distance between the noise source and the nearest ANC loudspeaker. A series
of evaluations of the proposed shaping method has been performed for different values of Ms
in the range from 1 to 30 (where Ms = 30 means that more than a half of admissible positions
have been reserved). Different number of nodes has also been tested. The other parameters take
constant values: cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 4, and Mc = 1. Resulting relation between optimization
index J, margin Ms, and number of nodes Nn is presented in Fig. 12. In addition, for three
selected values of the Ms (equal 1, 4 and 8, respectively) spatial distributions of NR(x, y) are
presented in Fig. 13.
It follows from the analysis of Figs. 12-13 that three main stages can be distinguished. First,
is a stage when value of Ms is minimal. Then, a very convenient situation (and also rare in
practice – real implementation of this configuration presents causality difficulties) occurs, when
control loudspeakers can take places almost in the same spot where the noise source is. It results
in very similar primary and secondary paths, and enables a global noise reduction (visible in
























Figure 12: A plot representing relationships between the margin from noise source Ms, the number of nodes Nn, and the
optimization index J. The experiments has been performed for cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 4, and Mc = 1.
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(c) Spatial distributions of the steady-state noise reduction level NR(x, y) for Ms = 8, given in dB.
Figure 13: Spatial distribution charts of the steady-state noise reduction levels NR(x, y) for different values of the margin
from noise source Ms. The experiments has been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 4, and Mc = 1. The black
and orange circles represents the target circle and the margin from the target circle centre Mc, respectively.
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- if primary and secondary paths are very similar, noise reduction obtained at a single spot can
provide global noise reduction.
When the value of Ms increases to 4 (Fig. 13b), a second stage is observed, which constitutes
a transient stage to the third one. The effect of global reduction is weakened, but still it is
possible to generate a massive zone of quiet and small zones where the noise is enhanced. For
the presented study, a threshold is reached approximately at Ms = 8, when the global reduction is
lost entirely and the ANC system generates a local zone of quiet (Fig. 13c). Although, it is worth
pointing out that the zone of demanded size has been obtained. When the Ms increases further,
the changes in noise reduction performance are slight and the character on generated zones of
quiet is kept the same.
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5.3. Margin around the zone of quiet centre
Second evaluation is related to the impact of the margin from the user location, Mc. The Mc
parameter takes integer values greater or equal to zero, denoting minimal distance between the
user location and the nearest error microphone. A series of evaluations of the shaping method
has been performed for different values of Ms (in the range from 0 to 8). The other parameters
took constant values: cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 2, and Ms = 10. The value of Ms was arbitrary
chosen to represent some obstacles placed around a noise source, what often is encountered in
real life. Resulting relation between optimization index J, margin Mc, and number of nodes
Nn is presented in Fig. 14. In addition, for three selected values of the Mc (equal 1, 2 and 4,
respectively) spatial distributions of NR(x, y) are presented in Fig. 15.
For low values of Mc, the microphones are concentrated within the target circle and it enables
generation of a local zone of quiet with good average mean reduction values. There is almost no
difference between Mc = 0 and Mc = 1, which means that error microphones do not have to be
present at the exact centre of the target circle to enable good performance. It can be explained
























Figure 14: A plot representing relationships between the margin from the target circle centre Mc, the number of nodes
Nn, and the optimization index J. The experiments has been performed for cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 2, and Ms = 10.
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(c) Spatial distributions of the steady-state noise reduction level NR(x, y) for Mc = 4, given in dB.
Figure 15: Spatial distribution charts of the steady-state noise reduction levels NR(x, y) for different values of the margin
from the target circle centre Mc. The experiments has been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 2, and Ms = 10.
The black and orange circles represents the target circle and the margin from the target circle centre Mc, respectively.
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difference between putting a microphone in one location and any of the neighbouring positions
is a distance of 0.2 m, which is less than 1/4 of the minimal primary disturbance wavelength.
Therefore, the microphone signal provides information not only about its exact location, but also
represent the surrounding positions. When the value of Mc increases further, the best possible
reduction drops significantly, up to a point where some reduction is provided, but it is rather
weak.
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5.4. Radius of the target circle
The impact of the radius of the target circle cr is studied in this Subsection. The cr parameter
takes integer values greater or equal to zero, denoting the radius of target circle where the zone of
quiet is expected to be formed. In other words, it determines on how wide area (around the user)
the NR(x, y) values should be averaged in the optimization index J. A final series of evaluations
of the shaping method has been performed for different values of the cr (in the range from 0 to
8). The other parameters took constant values: cx = 7, cy = 7, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10. Resulting
relation between optimization index J, radius cr, and number of nodes Nn is presented in Fig. 16.
In addition, for three selected values of the cr (equal 1, 3 and 6, respectively) spatial distributions
of NR(x, y) are presented in Fig. 17.
It follows from the analysis of Figs. 16-17 that the wider zone of quiet is expected, the average
noise reduction level is lower. It is actually consistent with the intuition. With the same resources,
the reduction can be greater at a narrower area, or lesser at a broader area. The characteristics
in Fig. 16 shows how fast the mean reduction drops with the increase of radius cr. On the
other hand, it can be observed how the mean reduction can be increased by adding more control
loudspeakers. Knowledge about such trends may be helpful in making a decision, if it is worth
























Figure 16: A plot representing relationships between the target circle radius cr , the number of nodes Nn, and the opti-
mization index J. The experiments has been performed for cx = 7, cy = 7, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10.
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(c) Spatial distributions of the steady-state noise reduction level NR(x, y) for cr = 6, given in dB.
Figure 17: Spatial distribution charts of the steady-state noise reduction levels NR(x, y) for different values of the target
circle radius cr . The experiments have been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7, cy = 7, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10. The black and
orange circles represents the target circle and the margin from the target circle centre Mc, respectively.
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5.5. Progress of the optimization
In this subsection an insight into the working of the optimization algorithm is given. The
progress of the optimization carried out using MA is presented in Fig. 18. A comparison of
twelve optimization curves performed for the same input data is showed. Additionally, an mean
curve is also given.
It follows from the analysis of optimization curves given in Fig. 18 that the MA converges
quickly, reaching nearly optimal solutions in less than 12 generations. Even better consistency
could be obtained if more generations are allowed or bigger populations would be used, although
it increases proportionally the calculation time. To provide a reference, for the given parameters
of optimization algorithm, a complete optimization process takes less than an hour on a regular
desktop computer. The analysis of computational complexity of the MA depends on a given
application – it depends on the used operators. However, the computational demand of the MA






















Figure 18: A comparison of twelve optimization curves performed for the same input data. Additionally, an mean curve
is also given. The presented optimization has been performed for Nn = 3, cx = 7, cy = 7, cr = 3, Mc = 1, and Ms = 10.
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6. Conclusions
The active noise control techniques are gaining still growing attention in the noise-polluted
world. The methods that enhance their performance are therefore important and needed. This
paper develops the method for enhancing Noise Reduction (NR) levels and shaping spatial distri-
bution of zones of quiet generated with an ANC system by optimization of sensors and actuators
arrangement. To facilitate the explanations, an exemplary scenario is introduced. The method
is based on an optimization approach utilizing a computationally-efficient Memetic Algorithm
(MA), hence, the problem is appropriately formulated to enable application of the optimization
algorithm. The MA operators for the given problem are proposed and described. The precisely
designed spatial distribution of target zones is embedded in the cost function (leading to shaped
zones of quiet), instead of employing a scalar global performance index. With all its elements
defined, the method is ready to be employed in practical applications.
Extensive simulation studies of the proposed method are undertaken. As an example of
the acoustic environment, a real large room located at the Audio Processing Laboratory of the
Polytechnic University of Valencia has been utilized. It was equipped with 96 loudspeakers gen-
erating acoustic excitation and 384 microphones locations acquiring the responses, what resulted
in identification of 36864 acoustic responses in total. The influence of several parameters on the
obtained noise reduction is evaluated, including size of the demanded zone of quiet, the number
of nodes, and constraints imposed on the admissible actuators and sensors locations. Obtained
results confirm a high potential of the proposed method.
The method depends on a model of the acoustic environment, which have to be obtained
before employing the method. To receive satisfactory results, the model should be sufficiently
accurate. However, it can be acquired by any method, experimental or theoretical. The obtained
results may also be vulnerable to significant reorganization of the objects present within the
room. In the worst case, the model would have to be updated and the method rerun. However,
small changes in the environment should not affect in a significant way the obtained performance,
but the vulnerability of the method to the environment changes should be assessed in a separate
study.
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Nomenclature
Ai(x) ith shape function at position x
cx, cy coordinates of the target circle centre
cr radius of the target circle
d(x, n) primary disturbance signal at position x and time n
Da numbers of dimensions of space where actuators locations are defined
Ds numbers of dimensions of space where sensors locations are defined
ek(n) error signal obtained at kth node
e(x, n) error signal at position x and time n
i, j, k positive integers
Ji ith cost function
Ls order of the FIR models of secondary paths
Lw control filter order
Mc margin from the user location
Ms margin from the noise source
n time, defined in integer sample numbers
Na total number of actuators
Nc total number of coordinates describing arrangement of sensors and actuators
Nn number of ANC system nodes
Ns total number of sensors
Nexp number of samples generated in an experiment
NR(x) steady-state noise reduction level at point x
NR(x, n) instantaneous noise reduction level
p real number denoting the fraction of the experiment when a steady-state is reached
rk(n) kth filtered-reference concatenated vector
rik(n) vector of regressors of the ikth filtered-reference signal
rik(n) ikth filtered-reference signal
ŝik vector of coefficients of the FIR model of the ikth secondary path
uk(n) kth control signal
w(n) global control filter vector
wk(n) kth control filter used at kth node
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x(n) reference signal
xr(n) vector of regressors of the reference signal (of length equal to Ls)
xu(n) vector of regressors of the reference signal (of length equal to Lw)
x coordinates describing a point in the observation zone
xa,i coordinates describing location of the ith actuator
xs,i coordinates describing location of the ith sensor
xa,i, j jth coordinate of ith actuator
xs,i, j jth coordinate of ith sensor
α leakage coefficient
µ step-size parameter
(x, y) coordinates describing a point in the observation zone
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